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About This Game

Simutrans is an open-source transportation simulation game available for Windows, Mac, and Linux. Your goal is to establish a
successful transport company and build the nec 5d3b920ae0
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 1 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM
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Been playing this game for 15 years. My PC recently crashed, most of my files gone. I built a new PC. Installed and launched
Just Cause 3, a 5yo AAA game, had to start from the beginning. Installed and launched Simutrans, a 20yo open source game, all
my save files, even those pre-steam ones, still here. 10/10 would play again in 2029.. Old games are hard, but a game without
any helpfull tutorial is meeh. I really suggest hit youtube first, and get some knowledge, because the game wont show you.. One
of the best transport simulators I've ever played!. i don't appreciate the sentiment that being trans is something you can simulate.
this game is offensive to those transitioning and who have transitioned.. Extremely fustrating game. trying to place garage has
turned into a hour long challenge. Everywhere you click it says 'you can ont build that in this location'. So you google it, there is
no help out there at all. Apprantly the garage has to go at the end of the road, but when you click at the end of the road, nothing.
Go play OpenTTD, much more usable.. I also enjoy filling in spreadsheets.. transport tycoon 2 but not as good. What to say
about simutrans on steam version? Well the game didn't change too much to get on steam but i will try to do a review. On the
start the game says nothing, no tutorial, no challenges, no objectives. For some people that is a good thing, for others, it's bad.
For me i don't really care, because i like to discover games and not only let they say to me what they are. Like i said there is no
tutorial, and the next part i will say about the missing tutorial. The missing tutorial is a really bad thing, i needed to watch
youtube so much times to undestand how the game work ( and that before the game were on steam ). The game is simple when
you learn it but the hard part IS learn it, a tutorial on start could be really good for making the game easier for new players, also
a lot of people dont like it because "bugs my brain", becaue its too hard to learn and they are losing a great game because of no
tutorial. A thing i dont really know if its fixed is that it doesnt matter if you have a slow or fast train, you will get the same
money, lose the same money, the only thing that changes the money is the train, that means, you dont need to put a electric train
and lose a lot of money to buy it, you can get a slow train and lose an hour watching it go to where it needs to go and get the
same money (again dont really know if they fixed that). The multiplayer is another thing to talk about. I actually couldnt join a
single internet game, i dont know if its because of where i live (because i dont live in USA) or if its the servers, but i just cant
find a server and when find one cant play on them i dont know why, a better server system could be great. Now starting with the
good things about the game! This game have trains, cars, ships, airplanes and a lot of things that are just great, realistic and fun,
i like to watch the trains for hours, some times i put an epic train to go nowhere just to watch its speed. The money system is
really good, some times i manage to double my start money, some times i just lose it in minutes and i think the money system is
great, for me it dont need to change. Copy cars are great! some times you see bots with like 30 cars and you dont really know
how they do that, but you can copy your vehicles and do the same ( just dont copy too much or youre owned ). And now talking
about the bots! well they are smart, not the best AI, but they are good enough to steal my jobs and make me play a lot of time,
theres some AIs that only care about passengers and others that only care about products and that is good so you can do a rival
war about passengers when you want or about products ( also you can enter on theyr "profile" and destroy everything if they
steal too much your jobs, but dont do that, its so bad. ) And this is the end of my review about simutrans, i really like it because
its a good simulator game and have trains, i also like some games where you need to manage money and all of these things and
because of that i think this game is really good, and like i said before, 90% of the guys who hate this game is because dont know
how to play, but i say to you. PLAY IT AND LEARN HOW TO PLAY IT AND YOU WILL LOVE MORE THAN I LOVE (
at least if youre a guy who like games like that because if you like FPS games you wont like it.
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